
 

 
PwC Luxembourg 
 
Subject: Luxembourg draft bill 
 
Please be informed that a new Luxembourg draft bill was released including, amongst 
other, the following amendments to the corporate income tax and net wealth tax law: 
 
1. Elimination of WHT for dividends paid towards treaty-country corporate 
shareholders 
 
Under the new draft bill, dividends paid by a Luxembourg company towards corporate 
shareholders resident in a treaty country and which hold a participation of more than 10% 
in the Luxembourg company (or shares with an acquisition price of more than EUR 1.2 
million) since more than 12 months are exempt from WHT.  Qualifying shareholders need 
to be entities subject in their state of residence to a rate of tax of minimum 11% on a 
similar basis as the Luxembourg one.  
 
As a result, under the draft bill, dividends paid by a Luxembourg company to a US 
company taxed as a corporation and holding more than 10% in the Luxembourg company 
(or the alternative threshold) can be exempt from WHT in Luxembourg. 
 
2. Decrease of the corporate tax rate by 1% 
 
The corporate tax rate is decreased from 22% to 21% which results in an aggregate 
income tax rate (corporate tax plus municipal business tax) of 28.59%.  This reduction is 
introduced as part of the plan of the Luxembourg government to gradually decrease the 
aggregate income tax rate to 25.5%. 
 
3. Extension of IP exemption regime to domain names 
 
Under the new IP regime effective 1 January 2008, net income and capital gains realised 
in relation to qualifying IP can benefit from an 80% exemption. Qualifying IP includes so 
far patents, trademarks, design, models and software subject to copyright.  The draft bill 
extends the regime also to domain names. 
 
4. Exemption from net wealth tax of qualifying IP 
 
The existing IP regime did not include an exemption of qualifying IP from net wealth tax.  
The new draft bill introduces such exemption for 100% of the value of the qualifying IP. 
 
 
The draft bill also includes other provisions in relation to the treatment of certain 
instruments under IFRS which need certain preliminary analysis. 
 
The bill is released as a first draft only, hence it can still be subject to changes, but to our 
knowledge so far no material changes should occur.   


